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Kenneth Morse:
Speaking from the heart
Although Ken Morse heads-up MIT’s Entrepreneurship Center, he’s far from an academic management guru. Morse has
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hit the key points with very few

certainly earned the right to be different. He ’walked his talk’ by launching five successful high-tech companies during an
entrepreneurial career spanning 25 years prior to his arrival at MIT in 1996. If your preference is for a calm, relaxed working
environment free from commercial pressure, look away now.
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Ken Morse: A man with a mission
Ken Morse is a serial entrepreneur, having played a key role in launching several high-tech
start-ups, including 3Com Corporation, Aspen Technology, an expert systems company, and a
biotech firm. Ken’s ‘batting average’ is 0.833: five of his start-ups went public or were successfully
merged; one was a complete disaster. Now, as head of the MIT Entrepreneurship Center (mission
statement: ’to develop and nurture leaders who will make high-tech ventures successful‘), Morse
is responsible for inspiring, training, and coaching new generations of entrepreneurs from all
parts of MIT. Ken has been profiled and quoted in numerous publications, including the Wall
Street Journal, Financial Times, The Economist, and Red Herring.

Since Morse joined the MIT Entrepreneurship Center in 1996, the number of students taking

Surviving the ‘cruel crucible’

“The problem of innovation must be taken

Philips Research established 3 incubators and

Entrepreneurship Courses has increased from 220 to 1,500 per year while the number of

Nonetheless, the challenge of building new

seriously,” explains Morse. “It used to be that

allied with US/UK venture capitalists New
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or start-ups is getting tougher and more
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In September, Morse co-presented an Entrepreneurship and Innovation course at the High Tech

customer expectations and sharper
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fledgling spin-out reflective display company,

Campus in Eindhoven with Henry Chesbrough from the UC Berkeley Haas School of Business.

competitors. Many new products that
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based on Philips Research technology,

The course is designed to give delegates an insight into what it takes to succeed in today’s cut-

might have succeeded 5 years ago, will sink

throat high-technology market.

without trace today. However, Morse says

To compete, European companies need to
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Morse, an American, is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations, the Cercle Royal Gaulois
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experience, a rite of passage: “In Silicon
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potential viability of a new project until the
Venture Capital Conference in 2002, keynote
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speaker Professor Robert Langer

People who don’t fail from time-to-time

of successful biotech start-up Langer

are not pushing the envelope,” says Morse,

Labs was speaking about why large firms
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he explains. “And while high-tech start-ups
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may be fairly normal on the US East or West
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work].”

unusual in Holland.”

Man of action: Ken Morse reinforces his lectures by referring to his own and others’ real world experiences.

was brought up under the wings of NVP
developing rapidly into a sizable venture.

principles or die. Philips has successfully
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adapted in the past and its move towards

What’s needed for a large firm is to create

an entrepreneurial and innovative culture

the small company environment, with

is just the latest step in a long evolution.

passionate individuals taking a stake in that

While some large high-tech companies are

company’s success. The Philips Incubators are

still likened to dinosaurs, Philips has seen the

dedicated to doing just this by nurturing and

Kenneth P. Morse

meteorite coming and is changing before it

developing innovative new technologies in
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strikes. But the pressure is still there.

the early part of their commercial lifecycle.
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MIT Entrepreneurship Center

new business development
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